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GENERATION: TOTAL

- FURINAS Power Plant (Loan 211)

- ES1EITO Power Plant, Stage I (Loan 403)

- Other Generating Plants in operation not

cove->- by IBRD loans

GU IL Power Plant

SANTA CRUZ Power Plant

- Interest during construction

TRANSMISSION: TOTAL

- FURNAS Transmission System (Loan 211)

- ESTREITO Transmission System (Loan 403)

Other Transmission Systems in operation

not covered by IBRD loans

FUNIL Transmission System
SANTA CRUZ Transmission System

- Interest during construction

TOTAL PROJECTS: (i)

FJRNAS

ESTRE ITO

SANTA CRUZ

Interest during construction

TE1) Exc ud ing7hn-erest gniro

construction
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R OJ E T S B R A Z I L - F U R N A S

Technical Characteristics 1 9 5 8
T r n s m i s s i o n Loc al Cost Foreign Exchange

Km of Lines Ky Rating Kva Capacity NCr$ Millions US$ Millions

of Transformers

I 'Zo



C 0 S T 0 F

Co tuction
Begins Ends Commission- Generation

ing Date Capacity MW

GENERATION: TOTAL1/

- Furnas Power Plant (Loan #211)

- Estreito Power Plant (Stage I)

(Loan #403)

- Porto Colombia (Loan #565)

- Marimbondo Plant (Loan #677)

- Furnas Turbo-GeneratGrS (Loan #677)

- Other Generating Plants not covered

by loans (-specIfy)

- (nterest during Construction)

TRANSMISSION: TOTAL-4

Furnas-Canaba Transmission ~

(Loan #211)

- Estreito Transmission (Stage II)

(Loan #474)

- Porto Colombia Transmission (Loan#65)

- Marimbondo Transmission (Loan #677)

- Other Transmission Projects not

covered by Bank loans (ap-osify)

- (Interest during Construction)

TOTAL PROJECTS:

/Excluding interest during ponstruction

-/Excluding interest during construction



Table III

Same Information for each year through 1970
Total Expenditur 's Local Cost Foreign Exchange Total Expenditure

US$ Millions NCr$ Millions US$ Millions US$ Millions
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GETERAL PRICE INDEX (*)
(AINNUAL VALUES)

Year Value Index

1958 3,73 100,0
1959 5,14 137,8
1960 6,64 178,o
1961 9,10 243,9
1962 13,80 369,9
1963 24,20 648,7
1964 46,10 1.235,9
1965 72,30 1-938,3
1966 99,70 2.672,9
1967 128,0 3. 431,6
1968 159,0 4.262,7
1969 192,0 5.147,4
1970 230,O 6.166,2

(*) Conjuntura Economica - Column 2



NET FIXED ASSETS IN OPERATION - DECEMBER 31,

ADDED TIE MONETARY CORRECTION OCCURRED IN THE EXT YEAR

1966 1969 1970

Fixed Assets In Operation 515.173 2.256.347 2.919.184

Depreciation Reserve (35.709) (178.203) (284.664)

Net Fixed Assets in

1 operation 479.464 2.078.144 2.634.520

AVERAGE ANNUAL EXCHANGE RATE

p - JCr$/US$

Year Rate

1958 0,1293 doo
1959 0,1565
1960 o,1896
1961 0,2723
1962 0,3877 ,
1963 0,5770
1964 1,2711t-A1
1965 1,8914
1966 2,2163
1967 2,6622
1968 3,3906
1969 4,0772
1970 4,5936

s, 5/17/
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FURNAS - CENTRAIS ELETRICAS S. A.
SEDE: RIO DE JANEIRO - GUANABARA - BRASIL

RUA REAL GRANDEZA, 219
END. TEL.: RIOFURNAS - TELEX: 031/118

C. G. C. 23.274.194

ESCRIT6RIO EM BELO HORIZONTE: RUA RIO DE JANEIRO, 462 - 20.0 - END. TELEGRAFICO: BELFURNAS - BELO HORIZONTE - MG

ESCRITORIO EM SAO PAULO: RUA SETE DE ABRIL, 261 - 10.° - END. TEL.: CELFURNAS - TELEX: 021/394 - CX. POSTAL 2166 - SAO PAULO - SP

ESCRIT6RIO EM BRASILIA: AVENIDA W - 3 - ED. CARIOCA - G. 401 - QUADRA 17 - SETOR COMERCIAL SUL - BRASiLIA - DF

Rio de Janeiro, December 9, 1971
DFI.F.E.0701.71

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMEN T

1818 STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20433
U. S.A.

Attention: Nx. F. M.4 Ettori

Subject : Request for Information

Dear Sirs,

1. Complying with your request as per
telex dated November 5, 197.1 enclosed herewith please find following
information for the period 1964 - 1970:

a. Furnas' annual operating expences excluding deprecia-
tion, amortization and taxes, for hidroelectric and
thermal plants,

b. Furnas' annual wage bill.

Yours very truly

FURNAS - CENTRAIS EL TRICAS S. A.

Sergio Coutinho e Menezes
Financial Director

ATTACHMENT

FURNAS 390
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ATTACIHMEIET I

FURNAS - CENTRAIS ELE1TRICAS S.A.

OPERAT ING EXPEiSS- 1964/7o

(CR$- CEIITS 0MITED)

1964 1 965 1 966 1967 1968 1969 1970

1. Total Operating Expenses

1.1. Operation 207.846 579.432 871.102 1.890.211 4.111.294 5-373.801 7.887.357
1.2. Maintenance 201.803 522.226 1.047.414 2.269.321 3.071.527 4.629.436 9.208.184

1.3. Fuel - - - 1.245.594 12.956.522 23.543.730 12.899.752

1.4. Power purchase - - - 19.427 2f.467.313 58953.555 50.832.077

'l-5. Administration 694.227 669.089 1.187.346 2.211.260 3.375.534 5.429.675 9.260.269
1.6. Other 7.049 1.443 549.547 64.084 1.021.175 3.853.816 7.451.422

Total 1.110.925 1.772.190 3.655-409 7.699.897 46.003.365 101.784.013 97.539.061

2. Operating Ecpenses-Thermal Plant Sta.
Cruz

2.1. Operation - - - 247.496 1.552.141 2.086.015 2.313.037

2.2. Maintenance - - - 135.018 620.150 1.032.897 1.095.441

2.3. Fuel - - - 1.245-594 12.956.522 20.831.870 12.015.750
2.4. Other - - - 4.699 205.559 341-364 481.993

Total - - - 1.632.807 15.334.372 24.292.146 15.906.221

3. Operating Epenses-Thermal Plant
Lameirk.o and M.arechal Hermes

3.1. Operation - - - - - 19.527 199.735

3.2. Maintenance - - . - - 32.503 84.819

3-3. Fuel - - - - - 2.711.860 884.002

3.4. Other - - .- 9.505 55.883

Total - - - 2.773.395 1.224.439

TG/vfl



ATTACHMENT II

FURNAS - CENTRAIS ELLTRICAS S.A.

WAGE BILL - Cr$

1964 2.792.923,12

1965 5.037.017,49

1966 5.952.247,41

1967 10.245.234,00

1968 17.607.732,00

1969 29.120.714,00

1970 48.641.832,00

119.397.700,02

Remarks:

Includes wages relative to operation, construction and Administra

tion.

Excludes social and fringe benefits.

TGM/ima
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CENTRAL ELtTRICA DE FURNAS S. A.
SEDE: PASSOS - MINAS GERAIS

CADASTRO GERAL DOS CONTRIBUINTES
INSCRIQAO N.° 23.274.19 4

ESCR. CENTRAL: ESCR. SAO PAULO: ESCR. B. HORIZONTE:

RUA SAO JOSt, 90 - 3 PAV, RUA SETE DE ABRIL, 261 -10.0 PAV. RUA RIO DE JANEIRO, 462 - 20.0 PAV.

TELEGRAMAS: RIOFURNAS TELEGRAMAS: CELFURNAS TELEGRAMAS: BELFURNAS
TELEX: 031/118 TELEX: 021/394

RIO DE JANEIRO - GB SAO PAULO - SP MINAS GERAIS

no e Jneio, une2, 1- '7

. ) I or cn v isit to Braz , you

I ) A i'" J

o u

a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - 2 rjc a 0-474B

Usd rseuvaln o crzi sat he eof conver

62,t790C1

a g 
m:

FURNAS 390



CENTRAL ELGTRICA DE FURNAS S. A.

.Asto thle eauimen and mtials of

foreig rin purchased for both projects directly with or own '

their value is irrea vant if [omare with the total amount o th 1 pro-

jects.

4. I would be olige or 0u omment s
andt your asking or any additionai :tta or deta.!ls y may requ

Yours very tru

j-j s C irLos <1231 <1 3

UL/ec2 - JOSE' di OS a . a'
ive AFsistant to the

FURNAS 402- SECC 33
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CHAPTER VI
REPRESSED DEMAND

6.1 Definition of Repressed Demand

For the purposes of the present report, repressed demand is
considered to be any restriction to the ample and free use of
electricity due to some kind of hindrance to the power supply.

Repressed demand has existed to a lesser or greater extent in all
power systems of South Central Brazil. It can appear in a number
of forms both in cause and effect. Some of them are quite apparent
whereas others can onily be identified by the technical experts in the
power business.

In Chapter IV it was shown that most of the power systems of South
Central Brazil have had a somewhat irregular and erratic pattern
of evolution over the period 1950-1967. In that Chapter the question
of repressed demand was dealt with in very broad terms. In the
present Chapter the matter will be explored in deeper detail.

It is believed that the analysis of the historical evolution of the power
systems and of the problems of repressed demand is of fundamental
importance to the understanding of the characteristics of the power
companies in South Central Brazil, their past evolution, their present
problems and plans, and their prospects for future development.

6.2 Deficiencies in Power Supply

As pointed out in Chapter IV, the market growth of most, if not all
concessionaires in South Central Brazil was subjected to severe
limitations. Most were due to inadequacies in the supply and to power
consumption curtailment. Through the period 1950-1964 such
conditions were fostered by the inadequate regulatory legislation which
discouraged the electric utilities from making the necessary investments
required -for system expansion.

For the purp oses of the present report power curtailments will be
classified under two categories: declared and disguised curtailment.



6.2.1 Declared Curtailments

In general, declared curtailments are due to system's inadequacies

of generating capacity, but they can also result from limitation in the

transmission and/or distribution systems.

They quite inevitably result in a reduction of the rate of growth of

the power market and they introduce serious limitations in the

consumption of electric power by certain if not all the categories of

consumers. Declared power curtailment is so evident that technical

expertise is not necessary for. its identification.

Experience has shown that once th s kind of curtailment is eliminated

the market will tend to grow at its long term average rate of growth.

This means that unless very special care in marketing is exercised

by the concessionaire there will be a permanent not loss in the

consumption of electricity through the future years. This is

particularly true when declared curtailment becomes frequent.

On the other hand, this type of curtailment, which reflects poor
service, has a very unfavorable psychological influence on the

customer's attitude towards the concessionaires and very particularly

towards the use of new appliances. It can even influence industrial

customers not to expand their facilities or even not to build their

plants in the area supplied by that utility. The image of the

concessionaire is severely affected by declared curtailment which can

only be applied by permission of the Government. Therefore, the

concessionaires do not recur to this kind of curtailment as long as

they can get by with other means of load reduction.

Table VI-1 presents a summary of declared power curtailments in

the main power companies of South Central Brazil in the period

1950-1967. The reasons for these curtailments were identified in

Chapter IV, either explicitly of implicitly in the graphs of historical

evolution of each individual concessionaire. It is important to notice the

frequency and widespread occurrence of declared curtailments in the

systems of South Central Brazil which, to a great extent, hindered

the pattern and the rate of growth of electric power consumption in

the area.

Most of the declared curtailment that took place in the period 1950-

-1967 were primarily due to inadequate generating facilities. South

Central Brazil is now engaged in a program of power plant

construction, based on CANAM0BRA's suggestions, which should

provide adequate supply from the generation standpoint. Therefore the

past trend of electricity consumption growth in the Ftegion cannot be

used as the main basis for extrapolation. Yet, the analysis of this

historical trend is important because it provides better judgment on

the expectancies within each system if an adequate power supply were

provided.
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TABLE VI - 1
SOUTH CENTRAL REGION

DECLARED POWER CURTAILMENT IN
THE MAIN POWER SY[7STEMS

G IC2 Sao Paulo CPFL
1950 1951
1951 1952
1952 1953
1953
19541 CFLMG
1959 1950
1963 1954
1964 1958

1959
LIGH'r - Rio A 1960

1950
1951 CBEE
1952 1950
1953 1951
1954 1952
1955 1953
1963 1954
1964 1955
1967 1962

1963
A Guanabara plus 1964

Rio de Janeiro 1967

6.2.2 Disguised Curtailment

6.2.2.1 General

Even though the general conditions that result in disguised curtailment
are basically the same as those that entail the declared one, they are
different in intensity and cause. They are subtler and can only be
identified by a careful analysis of the systems' growth and operating
conditions.

Disguised curtailment results in a reduction of power consumption
that is not noticed by the average customer.

Disguised curtailment means inadequacy of electric services. It retards
the growth of consumption and gives the customers an erroneous
concept of the adequate standards of electric service to be expected.

There is a very close relationship between declared and disguised
power curtailment. The practice in South Central Brazil has indicated
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that systems frequently subjected to declared curtailments are
permanently under disguised power shortage.

Disguised curtailment can occur in different forms: voltage reduction;
frequency reduction; simultaneous reduction of bolth voltage and
frequency; interruption of power supply to selected distribution
circuits; customers fuses or quick-lag circuit breakers of inadequate
capacity; difficulties or refusal to connect new customers.

6.2.2.2 Voltage and Frequency Reduction

"The operation of an electric system today requires the highest
possible reliability of service to the customer consistent with economic
justification of the costs of such service. Under certain load conditions
and capacity limitations there may be a deficiency of generation.
Reduction of voltage will reduce load and this has been applied for
emergency load relief on many electric systems. It has been proposed
and some systems have utilized a reduction in frequency as a means
of reducing load''. (The Effect of Frequency Reduction on Plant
Capacity and on System Operation, AlEE, February 1955, page 1632).

The most common instance. of voltage reduction due to lack of
generation occurs when a section of the system loses a substantial
import under fault conditions. The remaining generating plants in the
system tend to become overloaded and to tripp. Load shedding
through voltage and/or frequency reduction might then be an adequate
procedure to avoid a complete collapse of the system.

In general voltage reduction gives better results because all appliances
that use electric energy are sensitive to voltage variation while many
are not so sensitive to frequency variation (ranges, water heaters,
incandescent lamps, etc. ). Furthermore, voltage reduction can be
restricted to the area where the generating capacity deficiency occurs
while frequency change affects the whole interconnected system.

''The type of connected load will materially affect the results obtained
by frequency reduction. On systems with a high percentage of motor
load, such as pumping, a combination of frequency and voltage
reduction may secure maximum load relief in an emergency''. (The
Effect of Frequency Reduction ..... page 1637).

In systems with a large proportion of resistive loads, such as
incandescent lamps, ranges, heaters, etc., voltage reduction is very
efficient in the short run, for the ensuing load decrease is
proportional to the square of the voltage reduction. In the long run it
may happen that poor voltage levels induce customers to increase
the connected load, by installing more lamps and using heaters

6.4



nominally more powerful, in order to obtain the same result with,
sometimes, an even greater consumption. This, however, hardly

applies to low income populations so that voltage reduction has been,

by and large, a very effective and widespread means of power
curtailment.

There is a great difference between the above-mentioned practices and

the practices in South Central Brazil. The basic difference is that

whereas frequency and/or voltages drops were used solely for

emergency purposes in the operation of power systems in Great

Britain and elsewhere, this has been current operative practice in

South Central Brazil, in order to compensate for inadequacies in power

supply. It is important to realize that emergency measures do not

substantially affect the power market growth. However, when measures

that are justifiable only on an emergen-cy basis become routine in the

operation of the power system, they turn out to be a serious

hindrance to the market development.

The increasing degree of interconnection among the main systems in

the Region has been very helpful to the improvement of the average
frequency level and stability.

Voltage reductions though less common and intense, are still frequent
in most systems within the South Central Region, as verified by means
of a field survey (see Table VI-2) and through spot-checking carried

out by ELETROBRAS, in connection with the present Market Study.

This problem has been of great concern to the concessionaires and the

Government, and important and effective measures are underway in

order to eliminate such defficiency.

TABLE VI-2
SOUTH CENTRAL REGION

RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS
VOLTAGE REGULATOR SATURATION

Saturation
City 4/o

Sio Paulo 36. 7
Rio de Janeiro 14. 7
Belo Horizonte 22. 8
Juiz de Fora 16. 0
Campinas 54. 4
Indaiatuba 50. 0
Araraquara 23. 6

Braganga 58. 0
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6.2.2.3 Interruption of Power Supply

It has been the practice, in the operation of the power systems of
South Centr'al Brazil, to interrupt the supply of power in selected
distribution circuits during emergencics. Power interruptions also
occur because of poor distribution facilities and lack of adequate
system protection. This is one of the most well known deficiencies
in Brazilian electric systems. Even foreign visitors are familiar
with it.

This kind of disguised curtailment has been so widely used in most
South Central Region power systems that it has become a serious
hindrance to the development of sound habits of electric power. use.

It has also had a major influence on the level of service quality
expected by the customers.

A company might decide to interrupt servic in the following
circumstances:

Lack of generating peaking capability

Lack of adequate transmission facilities

Lack of proper distribution system capacity

Maintenance or repairs in the system network

Even though the last reason is justifiable, in power systems of poor
quality it becomes so frequent that it ultimately leads to a form of
disguised curtailment.

Most administrations of the Region's concessionaires are now

concerned with this problem. Important imneasures are underway with
the scope of improving the operating conditions of the generation,
transmission, and distribution systems, so as to eventually provide

customers with a more reliable and adequate power supply. Yet, for

some companies, there is still a very long way to go before this
target is reached.

Table VI-3 gives some typical examples of power curtailment derived

from extended and repeated disconnections, in three counties located

in the State of Rio do Janeiro, very close to Guanabara.
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TABLE VI-3
INTERRUPTIONS OF POWER SUPPLY

(From January 1st to March 31, 1968)

UNSCHEDULED SCHEDULED T O TA L
C o u nt i e s N9 Duration N9 Duration N9 Duration

Nova Iguagu 74 141h 31m 13 215h 10m 87 356h 41m

Meriti 247 297h 57m 10 163h 28m 257 461h 25m

Caxias 28 20h 46m 7 110h 05m 35 130h 51m

Source: LIGHT

On a per day basis the above figures mean lack of electric power
during approximately 4 hours in Nova Iguagu, 5 hours in Meriti,
and one and a half in Caxias.

6.2.2.4 Quick-Lag Circuit Breakers

In regard to residential customers, quick-lag circuit breakers, or
fuses, are used with the primary purpose of protecting the customers

appliances from electric disturbances in the distribution network of

the concessionaire, besides protecting the customers' wiring facilities
from faults within it. When it permits the full utilization of the

customer's appliances the fuse represents an adequate protection to

the customer's electric installation, as well as to the concessionaires
distribution network, if they are designed to bear that load. Whenever,

due to an improper choice, circuit breakers do not have enough

current capacity they become a restraining factor to the use of electric

power and therefore represent a source of disguised curtailment.

In some systems in the South Central Region,' under certain circum-

stances, quick-lag circuit breakers became widely used after the

concessionaires refused to connect new electric ranges to the distri-

bution network and the customers decided to connect 220 V ranges to

the 110 V circuit. This practice resulted in a considerable increase

in the cooking time, in a loss of stability in the distribution network,
and in the burn out of meters. The large scale use of customer

circuit breakers to avoid loss of meters was then decided by these

utilities.

The widespread use of this kind of circuit breaker gives the con-

cessionaire an opportunity to limit the power used by the customers

(if the concessionaire so desires) simply by delaying or even refusing
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to replace a circuit breaker of inadequate capacity, when this becomes
necessary or convenient to the customer by another one of higher
capacity.

6.2.2.5 Connection of New Customers

It has also been frequent, in many power systems in South Central
Brazil to purposely delay or even to refuse service to new customers.
This is an apparent form of disguised curtailment. Evidence of this
practice was found in the Autoprodutores survey (Chapter VII), in
the historical analysis of system evolution (Chapter IV), and in the
Field .Survey (Chapter X). This problem is also known from practi-
cal experience in system operation in the Iegion.

A concessionaire might delay or refuse the connection of a new custom-
er if it does not want to supply power to that type of load. In some
instances this has been the case for electric ranges, certain industries,
and any other relatively large loads.

When either the electric power system distribution or transmission
networks are already overloaded, and generating facilities are in-
adequate, the concessionaire might try to postpone connecting new
customers until the bottlenecks have been removed. The same atti-
tude will occur when the concessionaire is not willing or does not
have proper conditions to make new investments in the expansion of
system facilities. This attitude often leads an industrial concern to
build its plant not in the concessionaire's area of influence but rather
elsewhere or to resort to self-supply.

In South Central Brazil this problem has been one of the main causes
for the development of the Autoprodutores (see Chapter VII) par-
ticularly in the areas of heaviest industrial concentration, in and
around the cities of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo.

6.2.2.6 Other Forms of Disguised Curtailment

There are many other forms of technical disguised curtailment which
are not as important, from the point of view of market growth and
system service quality, as the ones previously discussed.

As an example it could be mentioned that in the larger cities the
building elevators often are not operated simultaneously. This practice
was promoted by the concessionaires at times of major shortage of
peaking capacity; by increasing the diversity factor in the use of
elevators a considerable saving in peaking capacity was obtained and
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this practice has remained as a habit among mag customers.

Another form of disguised curtailment would be the use of automatic
light switches, with very short time-setting, in apartment buildings
halls.

6.3 Electrification of Favela s

6.3.1 The General Picture

The analysis of power supply to ''Favelas'' (slums) showed that there
is a very serious condition of repressed demand in that group of
customers.

Since about one quarter of Guanabara State population lives in slums,
the detailed analysis of power supply to the Favelas becomes a major
factor in the evaluation of LIGHlTts power market prospective in this
State.

Favelas have also become a serious problem in the city of Belo IHori
zonte, and a growing problem in Niter~i. In the city of Sio Paulo
they are of minor importance.

The average population growth in Brazil between 1950 and 1960 was
3. 0% per year, whereas the rate of urbanization of the South Central
Region was considerably higher, as indicated in Table VI-4.
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TABLE VI-4
SOUTH CENTRAL BRAZIL

MAIN URBAN CENTERS
POPULATION

Average
Growth Rate

195 0 1960

Belo Horizonte 346. 2 642. 9 6. 3

Great Sao Paulo 2, 236. 2 3, 662. 7 5. 1
Sao Paulo 2, 041. 7 3, 164. 8 4.5

Sio Bernardo do Campo 20.0 61.6 11.9
Santo Andre 97. 4 230. 2 9.0

Sao Caetano do Sul 55. 4 114. 0 7. 5
Guarulhos 16.3 78. 0 16.9
Maua 5.4 14.1 !0.1

Rio do Janeiro (Guanabara) *2, 335. 9 3, 223. 4 3.2

Nova Iguagu 58.5 257. 5 16. 0

Niterbi 174. 5 228.8 2. 7

Campinas 101.7 179. 8 5. 9

Ribeirao Prito 65.1 116. 2 5.9

Jufz de Fora 86. 8 125. 0 3. 7

BRAZIL:

Urban 18, 803. 9 32, 465. 1 5.6

Total 51, 944.4 70, 119.1 3.0

Source: IBGE

Housing and urbanization programs, however, have not attained such
a pace as to cope with the extent and growing needs of the population.

Table VI-5 shows the distribution of income among the "Favelados"
(people that live in the "FAVELAS"), according to three independent
surveys carried out between 1965 and 1968 by municipal agencies in
Belo Horizonte, Rio de Janeiro, and Niteroi.
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TABLE VI-5
SOUTHi CETRAL REGION

FAMILYr INCOM DISTRI UTION IN THE FAVELAS

Income Belo Hori.zonte Rio de Janeiro N it e r 0i
in terms of R of N9 of N9 of

mirnium wage Familis Familics Families
(1)2) (3) %(3)

Less than 1 9, 813 39. 1 670 29. 6 179 26. 8

From 1 to 1. 5 9,568 38.2 854 37.8 242 36. 2

From 1. 5 to 2 2,248 9.0 380 16.8 70 10.5

From 2 to 3 1, 830 7. 3 261 11.5 37 5. 5

More than 3 883 3.5 67 3.0 21 3.2

Not specified 729 2. 9 29 1.3 119 17.8

25, 076 100. 0 2, 261 100. 0 668 100.0

Notes:

(1) NCr$ 120, 00 (US$ 35. 00) per month, as of July 1968.
(2) Total for Favelas in Belo Horizonte in 1965.
(3) Number of families included in the field-sample survey.

According to the "`Iousing Program" of the "Ten Year Plan", and on the
basis of an assuned 5. 09 persons per household, it was estimated
that in 1967 the total number of poor hbuseholds that should be
substituted for new houses amounted to 730, 700 units, distributed as
follows:

TABLE VI-6
SOUTH CENTRAL REGION

ESTIMATE OF INADEQUATE HOUSING FACILITIES
IN URBAN AREAS

1967

Rio de Janeiro 241, 000
Sao Paulo 165, 000
Belo Horizonte 68, 600

Sub-Total 474, 600

Other urban areas 256, 100

Total 730, 700

Source: ''Ten Year Lan".
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In the research done by ELEJTROERS in com etion wit th)e preen
Power Market Study, the above figs weroconfirmed, with th
exception of Belo Horizonte, wyhere, e 'IFav popul. ion was
estimated to be 174, 700 inhzabitantl. This imphes about 31 400
households as compared with the 'Ten Year Pln' estinate of 6&, 600
units.

A complete census of the "Favelas'' population was carried out in
Belo Horizonte both in 1k955 and 1 964. A comparison of their results
with the growth of total population of the city shows that the
population of the slums is increasing at a much faster rate of growth.

TABLE VI-7
BELC DO HORIZ)ONTE

POPULATION GRZOWTH

Total Population Popu)ilation in the Favelaus
Y e a r Inhabitants Rate of G rovth Iab tan ts Rate of ow h

1950 346, 200
6. 3%

1960 642, 900 -

1955 497,100 + 36, 432
6.3% 13.5%

1964 765,000 + 119, 799

+ Estimated.

Source: Favela Census, Belo Horizonte Municipality.

There is a similar situation in the Rio de Janeiro area. Two ''Favelas"
censues were made in 1950 and 1960, indicating a total population of
169, 305 and 337, 412 inhabitants, respectively, with an implied average
rate of growth of 7. 2% per year. This is also considerably higher
than the 3. 2% average rate of growth for the total population of the
city. It should be pointed out that in the Rio Favela census the
definition of ''Favela'' is substantially different from the one adopted
in this Report. Nevertheless, the criteria for the 1950 and 1960
censuses were the same and therefore the results are adequate for
determining the population growth rate.

The progress of the "Government Favel-ado Housing Program" has
not kept pace with the growth of the Favela population. It is excepted
that this tendency will change considerably over the next few years, due
to the new Housing Program of '"Banco Nacional de Habitag7o'',
already well underway. Actually, there has been a growing concern
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within the Government in regard to the ''Favela'' problem.

The electric power companies in Belo Horizonte, Rio de Janeiro and
Niterbi have not given special attention to the question of power supply
to the ''Favelados''. One obvious reason is that they are still going
through the process of improving power supply to their regular
customers. Another reason is that ''Favelas'' are usually located in

public owned areas, still not recogni zed by the municipalities as
urban areas, and without legal jurisdiction as far as power supply is
concerned.

The concessionaire in Belo Horizonte is presently studying the
problem of power supply to the ''Favelas''. According to an official
of this utility, there is a tendency to design distribution facilities of a
rather modest standard but adequate for reliable power supply to the
customer.

6.3.2 The Especial Case of Guanabara

In the State of Guanabara only about 10% of the 'Favela'' area is
supplied directly by the local concessionaire. Table VI-8 presents a
summary of the power suppliers, according to actual surveys in two
'Favelas''.

TABLE VI-8
FAVELAS POWER SUPPLY

GUANABARA
Percentage of Occupied Area

Bri's de Pina Morro Uniao

Resale 64.0 60. 8

Comissoes de Luz
(Power Committees) - 10. 5

Concessionaire - LIGHT 8. 0 10. 5

Without Power Supply 14. 0 1. 7

Unoccupied Area 14.0 17.0

Source:- Centro Nacional de Pesquisas Habitacionais.

Studies available indicate that Table VI-8 is representative for the
''Favelas'' as a whole.

The concessionaire does not feel it has a responsability t owards
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consumers that live in urban areas that are not legally recognized by
the State Government. It supplies power directly to about 10% of the
"Favela" area. Besides, it sells bulk power to a few "Favelados"
that resell it to customers within the ''Favela". In the latter case the
"Favela" distribution network does not have an adequate or even a
reasonable standard of construction, operation and safety.

The ''Power Committees"are sponsored by the State's "Comissao Es-
tadual de Energia". They buy bulk power at high voltage from the
concessionaire and resell it to the customers at a slightly higher
price to cover the administrative and operating expenses. They also
supervise the construction and operation of the distribution network.

Since the Guanabara area concessionaire classifies all the supply to
''Favelas'' as "residential.' the actual number of residential customers
in the Guanabara area is quite different from the statistical figures,
a factor that must be taken into account when analysing the growth of
residential consumption and/or projecting it (see also Chapter X).

As far as power rates are concerned, and due to the extreme
complexity and relative abandonment of the power supply to "Favelas",
an opportunity appeared for the exploitation of the ''Favelados'' by
the resalers.

Reselling on a system of "'flat rate per appliance" has been adopted
by retailers in most "Favelas" of Guanabara. Table VI-9 is
representative of such rate system.

TABLE VI-9
FAVELAS POWER SUPPLY

GUANABARA
RESALE PRICE OF ELECTRICITY

NCR$

Favela Lamp Electric Iron Refrigerator

Praia do Pinto 5, 00 5, 00 8, 00

Escondidinho 5,00 .... ....

Acari 5,00 10,00

Bras de Pina 3,00 . ... 10,00

Source: Sample Field Survey, ELETR OBRAS

The end result of such a rate basis is a cost of electricity
approximately four times greater than that charged to regular
residential customers in the State of Guanabara. At present rate levels
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this means about NCr$0.45/kVh for "Favelados" and NCr$0. 1 2/kWh
for regular custoners, or approximately US$0. 12/kTh and US$0O. 035/
kWh, respectively.

Since thier are now about 120, 000 customers paying such prices for
electricity this fact must be taken into account when projecting the
residentil consumtion in the Guanabara area (see Chapter X).

On the other hand, as the i Power Committee"l buys power at high
voltage and resells at a price just enough to cover its expenses, the
cost to their customers is actually sligh y below the nne charged by
the concessionaire to its regtlar re Sd ntial customers.

Therefore, as the work of the ''Power Cormittees' expand, there
will be an opportunity for more "FPavelados"l to buy power at cheaper
rates.

Table VI-10 presentLs a si:nummy of "Fevela's" electric appliances
saturation, as indicated by field surveys carried out between 1964 and
19638.

TABLl VI-10
SATUR.A TIlON OF EPi'ECMIC APPL-ANCES IN "FAVE LAS'"

Percentage of iamilies Included in Census

RIO DE_ JANE ILtO
Bras de Mata Ma viorro Belo

Pina chado ~ Uniao Niter6i Horizonte

Radio 64.9 73.4 64.1 60. 6 42.6
Electric ..... ., . ... 42.2 .
Battery ..... ..... .... 18.4 .....

Range 73.0 82.8 78.0 ..... 95.5
Gas .... ..... .... 67.0 41.7
W ood .... ..... ..... 9.9 53.4
Electric ..... . ..... ..... 0. 4

Ironer . ..... ..... 68.8
Electric .... ..... 54.5 .....
Coal .... ..... 14.3 .....

Refrigerator 20.4 27.0 22.8 20.8 4.6
Floor Polisher 3.2 8.1 3.8 ..... 2.2
Electric Mixer 20. 7 22. 9 18.0 16.2 7. 7
Record-Player 6. 9 11.2 7.9 7. 6 6.4
Electric Shower ..... ..... ..... 1.9
Water Heater ..... ..... ..... 0.5
Ventilating Fan ..... ..... ..... 11. 0
T.V. 10.2 12.6 11.2 14.9 3.4

Source: Rio de Janeiro - Centro Nacional do Pesquisas Habitacionais.
Belo Horizonte and Niterbi - Municipality.
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The rcsults of the survey in the Guanah;ra ''Favelas' are summarized
in the following table:

TABLE VI-11
STATE OF GUANAB2"ARA

SATUIATION OF ELECTRIC APPLL TNCES
Pere Lage of Families Included in Survey

Bras Ce Mata Morro
Pina Machado Unido

Radio 64. 9 73. 4 64.1
Refrigerator 20.4 27. 0 22. 8
Floor Poisher 3. 2 8. 1 3. 8
Electric Mixer 20. 7 22. 9 18. 0
Record-Player 6. 9 11. 2 7. 9
T. V. 10. 2 12. 6 11. 2
Sewing-Machine 45. 1 48. 6 49. 9
Electric Range or

Gas Stove (1) 73. 0 82. 8 78. 0

(1) About 100% gas stoves.
Source: Centro Nacional de Pesquisas Habitacionais.

The average consumption by the "'Favelado'' customer varies according
to the type of household and the location of the ''Favela''.

It has boon observed that when the 'Favelados'' are transfered to a
new residential area, planned and built according to the Housing
Program of the Banco Nacional de Iabitagio, the consumption per
customer doubles, as shown by Table VI-12.

TABLE VI-12
FAVELAS

ESTIMATED AVERAGE CONSUMPTION
OF ELECTRICITY

kWh per Month

Favela' N e w BNHI
Customer Housing Facilities

Rio de Janeiro 50 + 100

Belo Horizonte 25 54 - 77

+ Resale Customer
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The m7 causes of scnh striking increases of consumption are: the

'1'Fave' '1 feels that he enjo-ys a more permanent living condition

in his; a dAwellng anid is moro willing to purchase new electric
aplian ; only tIo '1Favcladosl' that earn at least the mimmum

ary r ligible to be transfered; the new housing units are larger
and bee.r provided with power supply facilities than the shacks.

Thus, two main conclusions can be drawn from Table VI--12: first, the
consumptin doube]Cs or even triples when the ''Favelado'' moves

from th old shack to new and better housing facilities, regardless
of an inease In his level of income; second, the average
consum on in the Rio de Janeiro ''Favelas" compares favorably with
that of regular residential customers in many power systems, as

s b able V1-13.

TABLE VI-1-3
SOUTH CENTRAL REGION
ESI DENIL.% CONSUMPTION

kWh per Customer per Year
1967

Conce ss ion aire kWh

Conpannia Forga e Luz de Minas Gerais 1, 700
LIGHT - Sao Paulo 1, 541
LIGHT - Guanabara only 1, 520
LIGHT - Rio de Janeiro only 1, 320
Companhia Brasileira do Energia Eltrica 1, 250
Companhia Mineira do Eletricidade 1, 200
Companhia Paulista do F3rga e Luz 1, 100
Centrais Ele.tricas de Sao Paulo 910
Companhia Eltrica Caiua 870
Companhia Prada do Eletricidade (Sao Paulo) 840
Espirito Santo Centrais Eltricas 815
Companhia de Eletricidade de Nova Friburgo 810
Empresa de Eletricidade Vale do Paranapanema 790
Centrais Elntricas Fluminenses 790
Companhia Luz e F6rga Hulha Branca 785
Centrais Eltricas do Minas Gerais 750
Companhia Sul Mineira de Eletricidade 680
Ernpresa lidro-Eltrica Lutzow 640
Companhia Geral de Eletricidade (Minas Gerais) 610
Comipanhia F3rga e Luz Alegre Veado 610
Empresa Luz e F~rga Itabapoana 605
Companhia F6rga e Luz de Jacutinga 420

FAVELAS

- Guanabara 600
Belo Horizonte 300
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It is relevant to poit oit that in 1967 there were about 304 "Favelas"
in the Siae of Guambra, which covers an area of 1, 356 square
kilomneteirs; ihe lv f consumption of electric power by the
"avelado"i customer was only 20% below the average residential
cons um po in CEMIG's system , which included, in 1967, a
transmission and disr ution netvork that supplied power to 341 cities,
towns and villages, spread in an area of 153, 000 square kilometers.
It is also important to consider that according to official information
from CMIG,' 43% of its residential customers has an annual
consumT on of less than 360 kWh.

The populatio and load concentration of the "Favclas" in the State of
Guanabar. bsides the average per capita incone and living standard,
make the "'avela" power market an attractive one to be developed
at low cost.

6.4 Other itnds of Repressed D Deand

Besides the two forms of repressed demancd already considered, (see
items 6. 2 and 6. 3), and which are by far the most significant, a few
others should be mentioned.

6.4.1 Rural consumption

There are several rural areas, relatively well developed, and often
close to urban centers, which are poorly or not electrified at all. In
the vicinity of the main cities, medium size rural properties and
weekend vacation resorts are frequently found in South Central Brazil;
they are usually at an economic level that admits a reasonable level
of electricity consumption, in refrigerators, ranges, waterheaters,
food blenders, ventilators, electri. lights (in and outdoors) water
pumps, dairy equipments (centrifuges, mixers, etc), as well as in
more intensive electric power driven equipment like saws, grinders,
poultry incubators, etc.

Often times these properties resort to self-supply of electric power,
either by installing diesel groups or by developing local water power.
In either case, electric power is generally substantially more costly
and less reliable than if it were provided by the local concessionaire.
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Eveno though cooperative el t am I rosp ecs ruralt consumers is

either helpful o: necesa, it it zl conce ssonaircs
should have diplayed ajae iU. in ap cirng tie. A
typipcal underserviced rea s thea V along its hottom runs
the busiest high ay in th c totr, 1 o' n'n 4 T de Jaioro and
Sao Paulo, and PLrallel to it thee a ikpt railway. In spite
of this favorable situatioT, igure shows tat a cons ide rable
strech across this, valle is still served by small concessionaires of
Group B. Al so, inl GuaSa State, its rural or rather, suburban
areas, as well as the "Faelas", Iy not att racted the local
concessionaire.' service.

6.4.2 Elec t c traction

Since the elinbaiition of street-cars from the main cities and their
partial substitution by trolley-buses, urban eOctric traction has
diminish ed considerably; on the othOr hand, suburban, intermunicipal
and interstate electric traction is increasing fst, due to the population
expansion and the Region's economry growth. Thus, railroad traffic
density is also increasing, and many stretches have reached the point
where their electrification might be recommended on an economic basis.

The survey on Ihis subject, ordered by ELETROBRflAS, and on which
Chapter XIII is partly based, provides some evidence that - probably
due to insufficient power availability - concessionaires have been
reluctant to supply power to electric railroads. it should be expected,
however, that the larger utilities should be able to find room in their
load diagrams for such an important service load which, incidentally,
is not necessarily unfavorable to the system's load factor and related
economics.

6.4.3 Autoprodutores

Autoprodutores, as further expanded in Chapter VII, are consumers
which supply their own electric power requirements.

Generation of electric power for self-supply has usually been contingent
upon unavailability of reliable supply from the local concessionaire's
system, and not a matter of economics. This has been particularly
true in regard to industrial autoprodutores.
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Self-supply quite often hinders electric pow'er consumpton ac omics

twice-fold: firstly, the conceseinaires do not get uQ benef from a

potentially higher load density; secondly, the autoprodutor has to

undergo higher energy costs than he would have mder rceur service

from the concessionaire.

In spite of all disadvantages, the total autoprodutos geneatiun in

South Central Brazil presented a 10.4% per year average growth rate

in the 1952-1968 period, while the Concessonaires' growth rate

was 9. 10%.

In the past, autoprodutores did not get a high priority when they applied
for concessionaires' service; since the later were usually short of

generating capacity, they tended to assume that autoprodutores could

somehow still get along by themselves. Often times autoprodutores

themselves had a considerable inertia in making an effective application
to the concessionaire since they considered its service to be unreliable,

and frequently more expensive than their own.

6.4.4 Large Conmmercial. or Residential Loads

The inadequacies of the concessionaire's distribution system and of the

customers wiring facilities frequently become a serious hindrance to the

increase of power consumption; this was proved by the field survey made
for ELETROBRAS in connection with residential and commercial

customer's supply and wiring problems.

This type of bottleneck is typical of relatively large customers,located
in urban areas supplied by an old distribution system, already overloaded,

and still presenting a high number of customers and/or connected load
growth rate.

It should be mentioned that the inadequacies on the supply side have

caused a number of large commercial concerns, such as supermarkets,
department stores, theaters, restaurants, and even some small stores,
to become autoprodutores; even though their study was not considered

in ELETROBRAS' autoprodutores analysis, it appears that they do not
generate a large amount of power, but keq> their plants - mostly diesel
units - as a reserve for concessionaire's supply failures.

It should be observed that the supply to new or increased loads oblige
the concessionaire to reinfcr ce its feeders and make other modifications
in its distribution network where that customer is located. These works
may involve expenses that the concessionaire is not always willing to
incur and the customer cannot afford to bear.
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6,4.5 Stree t__L g t i n

Most ,cities in the South Central Region a re "ithe poly or vey

poorly illuminated. Significant sections of important cltes are

literally in the dark; even the downtown area quite often pres.ts

a very poor street lighting service.

There is a lot of controversy as to whom is responsile for the

investment in street lighting as well as for the payment of its related

consumption expenses. The controversy usually involves the local

concessionaire, the municipality and the State's Government. W hen

the local concessionaire belongs to the municipality or to the State,

difficulties tend to be somewhat reduced.

On the other hand, it should be reminded that in the past some

concessionaires were reimbursed with considerable delay - and fiequently

only partially - for the energy provided to the street-lighting system.

Even though there are many ways of avoiding such a controversy, it

has, in the past, served as an excuse for neglecting the service.

The extremely high growth rates attained in some systems - which

have recently started major programs of street-lighting facilities

expansion, such as CBEE -, indicates the potentialities of consumption

in this service category.

Finally it should be noticed that, in some cases, such as when the

system service capacity can hardly follow the market fast expansion,
the public lighting service tends to receive a lower priority for

improvement and/or expansion. Street lighting has also always been

seriously affected by declared power curtailments.

6.4.6 Backlog of Customers IApplications

Since there have been serious shortcomings in concessionaire's power

supply system- from generation through distribution -, new prospective

customers have often had to wait a long time before they were connected

to the distribution network (see also 6. 2, 2. 5).

This problem has always been more or less acute. When CANAMBRA

concluded its Report, many concessionaires were just beginning major

programs of remodelling and expanding their distribution facilities

(see also Table X-6); at that time, the impressiveness of the backlog

of customers' applications led to the almost general consensus that it
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was the very backbone of the repressed demand issue. The present
Study, however, ranks the backlog of customers' applications as only
one of the aspects of repressed demand, and certainly not the most
important.

It should be noticed that, according to information presented in Chapter
IV, there has been considerable improvement lately regarding this
aspect of repressed demand; this was also confirmcd by the fie d
survey done for ELET'OBRAS in connection with residential aid
commercial supply (Chapter X; item 10. 3).

6.5 Final R em arks

There are almost countless sources of repressed demand. However,
they are very similar in their essence, since most of them derive
from the concessionaire's supplying capacity shortage and from the
inadequacy of consumers' own facilities. In short, the situation in
South Central Brazil has been such that demand has been almost
always ahead of supply.
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